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Keynotes (Moderator: Michael Hardt, Closing Remarks: Katherine Hayles) 

 
Ricardo Dominguez is a co-founder of The Electronic Disturbance Theater (EDT), a group 

who developed Virtual-Sit-In technologies in 1998 in solidarity with the Zapatista 

communities in Chiapas, Mexico. His recent Electronic Disturbance Theater project with 

Brett Stabaum, Micha Cardenas, Amy Sara Carroll and Elle Mehrman, the *Transborder 

Immigrant Tool* (a GPS cellphone safety net tool for crossing the Mexico/U.S border was 

the winner of "Transnational Communities Award" (2008), this award was funded by 

*Cultural Contact*, Endowment for Culture Mexico. *Transborder Immigrant Tool* was 

exhibited at 2010 California Biennial(OCMA), Toronto Free Gallery, Canada (2010), the 

project was also under investigation by the U.S. Congress in 2009/10, and was also 

reviewed by Glenn Beck in 2010 as a gesture that potentially "dissolved" the U.S. border 

with its poetry. Ricardo is an Associate Professor at UCSD in the Visual Arts Department, 

a Hellman Fellow, and Principal/Principle Investigator at CALIT2 (http://bang.calit2.net). 

He also co-founder of *particle group*, with artists Diane Ludin, Nina Waisman, Amy 

Sara Carroll, an art project about nano-toxicology entitled *Particles of Interest: Tales of 

the Matter Market* that has been presented in Berlin (2007), the San Diego Museum of Art 

(2008), Oi Futuro, and FILE festivals in Brazil (2008), CAL NanoSystems Institute, UCLA 

(2009), Medialab-Prado, Madrid (2009), and Nanosferica, NYU (2010). 

 

Geo_Poetic_Systems (GPS): Fragments, Fractals, Forms and Functions Against 

Invisibility 

Transborder Immigant Tool (TBT) is a new media project that moves from immaterial 

space to material space and back as concept and gesture – and at the same time it is a 

project that is yet to come, it is still in a (gps) process of becoming – it is still shape shifting 

and performing itself into potential spaces of use and poetics. TBT is border disturbance art 

that constitutes a visible geo-aesthetic/geo-ethics gesture against the boundaries and 

borderless borders that are crisscrossing every single body on the planet - we call for an 

geo-aesthetics that starts at the nanoscale and reaches to the GPS (Global Position System) 

grid system that floats around the planet, we call for an geo-aesthetics that connects both 

the human and the inhuman, geography and ethics, we call for an geo-aesthetics that 

crosses into and dislocates the smooth space of geo-spatial mobility with ethical objects for 

multiple forms of sustenance. We live in world where only goods and services have rights 

to cross borders, of things and proto-things that create wireless clouds of data of access for 

market bodies and state bodies - and containment of tran_border bodies – we are now 

bodies marked by the chaosmosis of markets that demand global exchange of things and 

aggressive state social filters for bodies. We need a geo-aesthetics that can construct ethical 

and performative complexities for the new earths to come, that can occupy new 

geographies for new bodies – trans_bodies with transborder rights – artwork that can 

function as a geo-philosophy for bodies that are flowing as trans_border bodies across the 

arcs of the world. The key practices that fractalize this geo-aesthetic are: artivism, tactical 

poetries, hacktivism(s), new media theater, border disturbance art/technologies, augmented 

realities, speculative cartographies, queer technologies, transnational feminisms and code, 

digital Zapatistismo, dislocative gps, and intergalactic performances. 

 



McKenzie Wark is professor of liberal studies at the New School for Social Research. He 

is the author of A Hacker Manifesto (Harvard UP 2004), Gamer Theory (Harvard UP 

2007), The Beach Beneath the Street (Verso 2011) and various other things. 

 

Conditions for a 21
st
 Century Marxism 

20th century Marxism went astray. It became obsessed with the cultural or the 

political as separate ‘instances’. It retreat into philosophy, as if it was a governing 

discourse. Interest in science narrowed to the philosophy of science. So now it is time 

to take one’s cue from the classical period, not from the western or ‘academic’ periods 

in Marxist thought and practice. From the classical approach we can take three 

questions. (1) Who are the forces for social change? Meaning firstly, the proletariat, 

but also, the peasant question and also the question of the intellectuals, technical and 

humanist. (2) what are the forces for social change? Applied science. Contrary to 

western tradition, classical Marxism was very interested in the applied sciences. So 

perhaps communications is to our times what, for example, chemistry was in the 

classical period. (3) What agenda impinges on thought from without? Or: what’s the 

news? How can it be read for symptoms of the contest of the forces for social change 

against their enemies. 

 

Alexander R. Galloway is a writer and computer programer working on issues in 

philosophy, technology, and theories of mediation. Galloway is currently a visiting 

professor at Penn, teaching courses on Deleuze, Godard, and games. He is author or co-

author of three books on media and cultural theory. Recently, the Public School New York 

published “French Theory Today: An Introduction to Possible Futures,” a set of five 

pamphlets documenting Galloway's seminar conducted here in the fall of 2010. In his 

future work he intends to continue to explore French philosophy and the continental 

tradition. 

 

Marxism Without Digitality 

The  path  I  want  to  pursue  ‐‐  under  the  conference's  banner  of  “Marxism  and  New 

Media” ‐‐ is the question of exchange and digitality. Does exchange require a baseline 

digitality?  Does  digitality  require  exchange?  And  if  capitalism  requires  systems  of 

exchange, must exchange itself be rejected? Must digitality too be rejected? 

Recall  Louis  Althusser's  warning  to  first  time  readers  of  Marx's  Capital.  It  is 

important to skip Part I of the treatise, Althusser advised, at least on the first couple of 

reads,  proceeding  directly  to  Marx's  argument  about  surplus‐value.  By  focusing  on 

surplus‐value  instead  of,  say,  the  commodity,  by  insisting  that  Capital  and  Capital 

alone be  the  text  by which Marx  is  judged,  therefore  sidelining  the  crypto‐Hegelian 

“young Marx” of species‐being and alienation, Althusser placed the emphasis squarely 

on the scientific structures of exchange: the spheres of production and circulation, the 

factory  floor  and  the  marketplace,  the  passage  from  small‐scale  industry  to 

imperialism. 

Yet the multi‐decade legacy of Althusser, who put the final period at the end of 

the sentence of exchange, has come to an end with François Laruelle. Everything that 

has  thus  far  been  described  under  the  banner  of  exchange  is  not  simply  a 

philosophical  paradigm  for  Laruelle,  but  the  philosophical  paradigm.  There  is  no 

philosophy  that  is  not  too  a  philosophy  of  exchange.  There  is  no  metaphysical 

arrangement that is not too a concourse of convertibility. There is no philosophy that 

is not already a digital philosophy. 



Along side  these  things stands Laruelle, not a philosopher but  still  a marxist, 

who aims  to describe not so much Marx's  “rational kernel  in  the mystical  shell” but 

rather something like an immanent kernel itself for Marx (and capitalism too). Such a 

real  kernel  would  be  devoid  of  all  rationality,  all  shells,  all  mystifications,  and  all 

chance to interrelate kernels and shells in the first place. In short, Laruelle offers us a 

Marxism without digitality. 
 

Media Activism (Moderator: Michael Swacha) 
 

Rodrigo Savazoni  

Federal University of ABC, Brazil 
Cicero Inacio da Silva  

Federal University of Juiz de Fora, Brazil 

 

The post-spectacle society: the emergence of a decentralized form of activism in Brazil 
 
keywords: New Forms of Collectivity,  Hacking and Hacktivism, Creative Commons, Open Access and Open Source 
Practices, and Virtual Property 
 
The Occupy Wall Street movement is demonstrating that it is not through established and 

traditional forces that politics will reinvent and reinforce itself, but more likely through the 

action of a social group that we will call here “young technoactivists”, whose goal is to 

build new territories for technologically-mediated common social causes. 

This paper will address four Brazilian networks that represent the expression of the 

Brazilian Zeitgeist related to Digital Culture and are connected to contemporary global 

movements: CulturaDigital.Br, the Transparency Hacker Network, MetaReciclagem and 

the Fora do Eixo Network. 

The first (1) characteristic of these movements is that they result from arrangements 

which are not rooted in party structures, unions or social movements that have emerged in 

the past three decades (such as the Movement of Landless Rural Workers - MST - or even 

large association struggles for social and human rights). Rather, they are a kind of 

networked group of forces heavily influenced by the use of new information and 

communication technologies, which cannot even be called "organizations" in the traditional 

sociological sense. 

Another important aspect (2) is that these groups are not attached to rigid 

ideological affiliations. Their brand is the action. They are ideologues of practice. One can 

try to understand them by looking for references in the libertarian left, where several of the 

principles of these social arrangements can be identified, but many of their participants 

would shy away from looting methods and symbols drawn from corporate culture. There is 

a strong connection with the anti-globalization movement (for another globalization that 

spread in the late 1990s and 2000s), with the Global Days of Action of the World Social 

Forum. But that kind of “get together to change the world” alone does not explain what is 

happening. 

If we look through our magnifying glasses, the image of the growing digital culture, 

which is forged from the emergence of the Internet and the popularization of personal 

computers (processes that started in the late 1970s), we can see that this culture gained 

momentum and assumed its most visible aspect with the arrival of the web in the 1990s. 

The Digital Culture is a culture based on recombination and collaboration that has spread 

across the planet and produced a short-circuit in economics, arts, media and, of course, 

politics. 



Finally (3), another aspect of the articulation of these "young technoactivists" 

technologies is the search for the radicalization of politics and democracy, which are being 

gradually trapped by economic interests and the vacillations of traditional political 

representatives. Therefore, it is not a denial of the political movement, but rather a 

confrontation against the structures and representatives of this obsolete and outdated world. 

James Clark  

Phd Candidate 

York University, Toronto 
 

Masking/marking class struggle: The role of new media in Egypt’s revolution 
The experience of the Egyptian Revolution offers rich lessons about the contradictory role 

of new media in potentially accelerating the process of revolutionary social change, at the 

same time as obscuring its material roots and limiting its effects. Revolutionaries inside and 

outside Egypt must negotiate in practice a critical relationship to new media that resists 

attempts by mainstream narratives to deny the history and centrality of labour in 

revolutionary movements, and that situates the emergence of new forms of mass 

communication within the broader context of capitalist globalization. Where does the 

technology come from? Who assembles it, and under what conditions? Who gets to use it? 

How does it affect older modes of communication? Does it open or close the terrain of 

struggle? How does it do both at once? 

One particularly useful example of the contradictory role of new media is its use 

during and after the storming on March 4 and 5, 2011 of several buildings of Egypt’s State 

Security Investigations Service (SSI), the central security and intelligence agency of the 

Ministry of the Interior, and an institution widely hated for its use of torture throughout 

Egypt. In Nasr City, well known socialist blogger and journalist Hossam el-Hamalawy 

(@3arabawy) was among thousands of demonstrators who eventually occupied the SSI’s 

national headquarters. Hossam tweeted to over 40,000 followers on Twitter frequent 

updates from the demonstration as it was happening, including pictures and videos. I 

watched it live on my laptop from Toronto, hours before Aljazeera Arabic published the 

first report about the demonstration, and days before the international media followed suit. 
In this instance, new media allowed a primarily international audience to witness in real 

time a direct confrontation between ordinary Egyptians and the state’s repressive security 

apparatus—a major escalation of revolutionary activity in Egypt—and without any 

editorial intervention by corporate or state interests. In the days that followed, activists used 

social media to publicize what they had discovered during their protests. Hossam, who 

himself had been detained and tortured by the SSI in 2000, had found two DVDs 

containing the images and work history of all the agency’s employees, including 

undercover agents who had infiltrated and spied on Egypt’s labour and social movements. 

Hossam uploaded all the information on Flickr in a file called Piggipedia, an online 

resource that documented the state’s surveillance of Egyptians. Two days later, under 

pressure from unnamed sources, Flickr deleted all the photos, claiming they violated the 

company’s copyright policy.  In this instance, new media denied Egyptians access to 

information that directly affected them, in the name of international copyright law. 

This paper will examine a number of other examples that demonstrate the 

contradictory role of new media in Egypt’s revolution, especially its use by self-identified 

Marxist revolutionaries, and the questions it poses for revolutionary organizations as they 

struggle to gain influence among an impoverished (and sometimes illiterate), but 

potentially powerful working class 

 

Luke Stark  



PhD Candidate 

New York University 
 

#ows and the Digital Nomos of Communism 

The successes of the Arab Spring, anti-corruption demonstrations in South Asia, anti-

austerity protests in Europe, and Occupy Wall Street have refocused critical attention on 

the interplay between spaces of protest, social media and progressive politics. This paper 

seeks to outline a theory of the interplay between these three concepts by examining 

Marx’s insights on land and its role in the accumulation of surplus value under capitalist 

production alongside Carl Schmitt’s formulation of nomos – the order and orientation of 

human affairs. 

Framing the dialogue between Marx and Schmitt with secondary works by a variety 

of contemporary theorists of digital media (Michael Hardt, Antonio Negri, and Mackenzie 

Wark) and texts and reportage from Occupy Wall Street participants, the paper suggests 

that, following Schmitt, the question of material appropriation and distribution is the 

central problematic in the practical and successful advent of communism as an idea, and 

that the specifics of the Occupy Wall Street movement testify to territorialization’s 

continuing importance to progressive change. New media and the decentralized, 

networked, opportunities for organization, discussion, and activism they have engendered 

have in part occluded this issue; however, the forced evictions of Occupy groups around 

the United States and earlier battles over protest space at international summits (such as at 

Seattle in 1999 and Toronto in 2010) make it clear that even in the digital age, a place to 

stand still counts. 

The paper will suggest that a new theory of what Schmitt terms nomos, or order and 

orientation of the earth, is necessary to a successful communist vision, a theory that 

incorporates digital media into the critique of capitalist accumulation while paying 

attention to Schmitt’s materialist (and profoundly conservative) critique of Marx.  The 

paper will sketch an outline of such a theory, observing that the mechanism by which the 

general principle of appropriation and distribution is governed under 21
st
-century 

communism must account for the continually imperfect translation between the patterns of 

individual life and shared symbolizations of the communal. Digital media, the paper 

suggests, holds potential both to unduly stultify such translation, but also to liberate it in the 

service of emancipation. 

Labor and Class (Moderator: Lisa Klarr) 

 

David Bering-Porter, Ph.D 

Adjunct Assistant Professor 

Department of Modern Culture and Media 

Brown University 

 

Embodied Autonomy: Undead Labor in the Zombie and the Virus  

The notion of the viral at once connotes the speed and potential of digital technologies and 

information, the dream of the new media age, as well as its nightmare in the form of the 

plague, pandemic, and sickness as viruses threaten to bring down both biological and 

digital networks. As one of the icons of the popular imagination, the virus is a curious 

thing; existing between living and dead, the virus exhibits an uncanny vitality that threatens 

to overwhelm the boundaries of whatever system to which it is introduced. This paper 

looks to both the zombie and the virus as a model of a kind of labor between Marx’s 

categories of living and dead labor, suggesting an undead labor that moves beyond the 



distinction between the worker and the machine and goes on to suggest an excessive and 

autonomous mode of production internal to both. As an object of study, the virus belongs 

both to the life sciences and to digital media and this overlap reveals a model of production 

and reproduction that spans the various meanings of “body” redefining it as something 

porous and communicative. To illustrate this viral mode of reproduction, I will examine the 

role of the virus in Danny Boyle’s 28 Days Later and its sequel 28 Weeks Later as films 

that represent the viral as a disruptive element at all levels of social functioning. Moving 

from the biological to the national, I will engage with these films to posit that contagion 

belongs to our understanding of the common in contemporary cultural and political 

discourse. This analysis draws on themes central to the Autonomia movement, the work of 

Keith Ansell Pearson, whose work on Deleuze has been instrumental in thinking through 

the problems of the viral, as well as discourses in contemporary Marxism and biopolitics. 

 

Marco Deseriis 

Postdoctoral Fellow 

Eugene Lang College 

The New School 

 

Is Anonymous a New Form of Luddism? 

While Luddism is commonly associated with a technophobic attitude, historians of the 

labor movement agree that the English Luddites did not reject technology as such, but the 

introduction of new labor-saving machines in the textile industry. Further, recent 

historiography has shown how by taking their name from a fictional eponymous leader, the 

Luddites invented a sophisticated rhetorical strategy aimed at empowering different 

segments of the English working class.  

This paper draws from this nuanced reading of Luddism to discover analogies and 

differences between the hacker network Anonymous and the Luddite movement. Three 

important analogies are first considered: 1) If Luddism emerged at the onset of the 

Industrial Revolution, Anonymous appears in the early stages of informational capitalism, 

that is, both movements can be read as a self-organized response of specific sectors of the 

working class to a radical restructuring of the relations of production; 2) Both the Luddites 

and the Anonymous subjectivity express themselves by means of a collective pseudonym—

what I call an “improper name”—whose symbolic power is appropriated by various groups 

and individuals to advance a diversified set of demands; 3) Both Anonymous and the 

Luddites direct their attacks against a specific kind of machines and technologies. 

Building from the third point I expand on the differences between Anonymous and 

the Luddites. Here I combine Marxist theory and cybernetic theory to root the difference 

between Luddism and Anonymous in a fundamental operational difference between 

industrial machines and cybernetic machines. While in the industrial factory information is 

employed vertically to control the worker’s productivity and convert living labor into 

exchange value and dead labor, in the information society information flows rhizomatically 

as “the relation between human and machine is based on internal, mutual communication, 

and no longer on usage or action.” (Deleuze and Guattari, 458). As Deleuze and Guattari 

point out, the body of the factory worker is subjected to a machine that is extrinsic to it 

whereas the cybernetic worker is enslaved to a machine of which he/she has become one of 

its components. From this angle, it is no accident that Anonymous’ attacks are not directed 

against the network in which the cyber-worker is integrated, but against governmental and 

corporate attempts to enclose it, monitor it, and privatize it.  

Yet, if we consider that the accumulation and control of (sensitive) information is  

fundamental to the contemporary accumulation of capital, we can see how Anonymous’ 



cyber-attacks can be also read as an attack on the new technical composition of capital 

emerging from the Information Revolution in the same way as the Luddite destruction of 

industrial machinery was an attack on the new technical composition of capital emerging 

from the Industrial Revolution. In an age in which every Internet user is de facto (an 

unpaid) cyber-worker, Anonymous expresses the organized power of these users to reclaim 

unrestrained access to information—thereby threatening the artificial scarcities through 

which capital segments the workforce and valorizes itself. 

  

Works Cited 
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Online Exploitation: They ReCAPTCHA Your Work, One Word at a Time 

Once a publicly funded communication network, the internet has turned into a facsimile of 

the offline world: commercialized and privatized, often restricting access to the many for 

whom it was constructed. Recent debates tend to center on privacy issues while 

overshadowing concerns over power and control of the infrastructure of information on the 

internet, and for what ends that information is used. Information, even digital information, 

requires work. Virtual exploitation is often a difficult concept, argues surveillance and new 

media researcher Mark Andrejevic, because “it takes a critical concept traditionally 

associated with industrial labour’s sweatshop conditions and transposes it into a realm of 

relative affluence and prosperity” (2011). Physical exploitation of the working class pulls at 

one’s emotions with more force than faceless online persons punching at their keyboards. 

Yet power relations persist within online economies.  

             My presentation focuses on one form of this new type of online exploitation, 

defined as the extraction of unpaid, coerced, and alienated labor. ReCAPTCHA (see below) 

involves the unpaid work of transcribing two words on a screen. We use it nearly everyday 

to make online purchases and to sign up for web pages. It’s purpose is veiled in a rhetoric 

of security, so that robot computers can’t buy thousands of concert tickets on ticketmaster, 

or sign up for as many e-mail addresses. However, the purpose of ReCAPTCHA is more 

important than its security feature. The work of transcribing those words on a screen—

mere seconds—is used to index commercial databases such as The New York Times archive 

and Google Books. In the end, users of ReCAPTCHA transcribe words for unknown 

databases for which they must later pay in order to have access.  

            The case of ReCAPTCHA demonstrates that work, labor, and exploitation must be 

updated for an immaterial information economy. Many of these human intelligence tasks, 

such as ReCAPTCHA transcriptions, are required in order to take part in online purchasing, 

e-mail access, and communication on social networks. Moreover, because it is marketed as 

a security mechanism and involves only incremental moments of work, ReCAPTCHA 

labor is seen as unimportant by its momentary users. As I argue, even this seemingly 

mundane act of database transcription reveals larger issues of power, control, and access in 

the current online economy.  

 



Emergent Bodies and Embodiments (Moderator: Amanda Starling Gould) 

 

Scott Sundvall 

PhD Candidate 

Bowling Green State University 

Potentiality and Possibility: Technology, Language, and Desire 

The spatio-temporal reconfigurations of new media technologies that have warranted a 

need to reexamine Marxist thought also calls into question the manner in which we 

apprehend and understand technicity. To be certain, while there have been dooms-day 

theorizations that technology has exceeded our human capacity, that technology is 

something which is now beyond our control, and to which we are now the powerless 

witness, it is important that we thus use new media technologies as means by which to 

rethink our proper ontological constitution rather than a medium that seeks to destroy it. 

            Following Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s line of intellectual flight, as well as 

Martin Heidegger’s notion of Dasein, this paper aims to rethink (re)production from the 

beginning. In short, as new media technologies have afforded us the ability for a potential 

alienation, as well as an affective turn of labor that renders us as always being-there, such a 

technical turn is nothing new. Not only is techne primary to our proper ontological 

constitution, but it is afforded by technicity: the seemingly new technical turn of new media 

(and how it reflects, informs and produces labor) is but an ontological extension of how we 

come to “mean” in the first instance. In order to properly rethink Marxism by and through 

new media technologies, we need to first understand the primacy of desire and technicity. 

This is, and always has been, an ontological project: to account for labor and property we 

must first account for how such comes into proper meaning. And while new media 

complicates such, it is important to understand that new media only extends our always 

already technical ontological constitution.  

            In other words: our “orientation” and desiring-production is both, and at once, 

exaggerated by new media and given space through it. But it in order to rethink Marxist 

thought in the wake of new media, we must first rethink potentiality and possibility; we 

must rethink desire, especially in the wake of spatio-temporal reconfigurations.  
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Breathing Life into 0s and 1s 

Os and 1s, resting in the form of charged pieces of some metal alloy that can be read as 

either closer to on or off, are the primary material form taken by the dead labor of coders 

past and present that must be brought to life again and again to make software, and all 

things digital.  But how is life breathed into 0s and 1s?  By what means and whose labor is 

the dead labor of coders and media makers before brought to life today?  This paper 

proposes that it is essential to consider some basic question about what we mean by digital, 

code, software, and the Internet when talking about “new media.”  A material 

understanding of the digital is necessary to build theory that makes connections between 

the often disparate seeming bodies, places, and materials.  Drawing on ethnographic 

research with contributors to Ubuntu, an international software project, I will make a case 

for how the material life of code can open up an analysis of value and systems of exchange 

where scholars too often conclude that value, labor, and exploitation are somehow beyond 

measure (Dyer-Witheford 27; Hardt and Negri 356).  Ubuntu is a free software project—

meaning that the collaborative practices of creating the software are dedicated to making it 



freely available to be used and changed by anyone—and it is built by the labor of a few 

hundred paid contributors and tens of thousands of volunteers.  My research highlights how 

making Ubuntu demands an on-going uneasy negotiation between the capitalist mode of 

production and a non-capitalist mode of production, and how this negotiation is a form of 

capital seeking what David Harvey calls a “spatial fix” (Harvey).  In this particular, and 

increasingly frequent form of spatial fix, capital seeks to extract value from the commons, 

but not in manner that is well-described by either enclosure or commodification.  

Understanding how this fix works and tracing value between modes of production becomes 

quite a mess; for as code moves between laptops and servers, consuming electricity and 

scarce resources along the way, code is also changing forms between gift, capital, and 

sometimes commodity.  Marx's concept of productive labor (referring to that labor which 

ends up generating surplus value) offers a way through this mess.  To see how productive 

labor and material life of code can guide us, I will also present a short case that traces the 

movement of some code in Ubuntu that shows how “cloud computing” hits the ground and 

a bit of how this uneasy negotiation between capitalism and the commons proceeds.  
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Health 2.0: Biocapital's New Clothes? 

Patient networking websites and citizen-scientist efforts such as Genomera and the self-

tracking promoted by The Quantified Self have been hailed as the future of biomedicine -- 

"Health 2.0," medical journals and corporate backers call them. This paper explores to what 

extent these practices represent anything different from biocapital as it is currently 

formulated. I am particularly interested in what differences exist between a corporate 

venture such as PatientsLikeMe.com and self-constituted practices such as self-tracking. 

PatientsLikeMe.com gathers the information that its users volunteer and then sells it to 

corporate clients, many of them pharmaceutical companies. The Quantified Self promotes 

individual tracking efforts that are then, through sites like Genomera, joined together in the 

hopes that volunteered efforts might produce medical insights, because such self-tracking 

skirts the regulations that bedevil clinical trials. No corporations are profiting, it would 

seem, and these efforts are promoted as a new biopolitical commons. Yet what mode of 

living, I ask, do these sites promote? Can such practices really exist outside of biocapital -- 

or to what extent can they actually challenge the state of biocapital today? In particular, as 

the participants are almost exclusively from developed countries, to what extent do their 

practices 1) institute norms about the body and its flexibility typical of the West and yet, 

because they draw on privileged Western bodies rather than the Western underclass and 

non-Western bodies 2) undermine the current configuration of biocapital, which is built on 

the expropriation of biota from and the exploitation of the biolabor of the masses? 
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Queer Porn as Postcapitalist Virus 

In  “The  End  of  Capitalism  as  We  Know  It”,  J.K.  Gibson‐Graham  combine  Marx’s 

description  of  “exchange”  as  “intercourse”  with  queer  theory  to  describe  two 

possibilities  for  conceiving  of  postcapitalist  possibilities  that  arise  from  McKenzie 

Wark’s description of Capitalism as a virus. They state “if capitalism is an infection, it 

can be said to coexist with many other types of infection” and that an infection implies 

a “possibility of  immunity” for certain areas.  Following Spivak’s critique of theorists 

“appropriating  the  other  by  assimilation”  I  claim  that  queer  porn  operates  against 

capital not by communicating  ideological representations but simply  in  the  fact  that 

queer  porn  performers  get  paid  and  thus  queer  porn  is  a  means  of  survival  which 

does  not  rely  on  alienated  labor  and  which  defies  the  logic  of  commodity  

fetishization. 
In contrast to other viral forms of resistance to capital such as #OccupyWallSt and 

inspired protests, queer porn doesn’t rely on representation. Instead of standing in for the 

99%, queer porn, as a formulation demonstrated by the website CrashPadSeries.com, 

denies the common forms of categorization that define the porn market, such as gay, 

lesbian and transsexual porn. Queer porn as object is often very open about the ways in 

which it is produced and this is often a point that makes it more desirable as commodity. 

Still, as an excessively fetishized object, queer porn exceeds the bounds of a mere fetish 

and becomes a “subaltern rewriting of the social text” (Spivak), by producing performative 

testimonials of queer embodiment without words. In this way queer porn acts like a virus 

which causes its host cell to burst.  

Using a notion of translocal, post-ethnic, creolized performative politics from 

Fatima El-Tayeb, I claim that queer porn simultaneously challenges the categorization of 

bodies and resignifies gestures previously coded through heteronormative porn. In contrast 

to Silvia Federici’s focus on female affective and immaterial labor as unpaid work, in queer 

porn the production of queer affect, butch, femme and genderqueer, becomes the basis for 

value. This value produces what I have termed femme disturbance, queer femme affect as 

an example of affect with the ability to disrupt the capitalist work ethic’s demand that 

affect be directed towards others and the rationalist drive of the work place. This reflects 

viruses that can cause changes in the host cell’s DNA. 

Autonomimst Marxist Paolo Virno claims that “Post-Fordism is the communism of 

capital”, but at this step I would separate queer porn from post-fordism in that it doesn’t 

need to be contained within capital but can demonstrate the kind of emergent postcapitalist 

politics called for by Gibson-Graham in that it has the potential to provide people with a 

means to survive economically. Discussing Mary Gossy’s writing on lesbian pornography 

Gibson-Graham ask “What power and potentialities do we relinquish when we accept the 

univocality of the market/commodity/global capitalist totality?” Following this, I attempt to 

understand queer porn as postcapitalist through the example of CrashPadSeries.com. 
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The New Museum for Contemporary Art 
 

Against Productivity: On the Queer Logic of Computation 

Tiziana  Terranova  (2004)  has  suggested  that  within  information  culture 

communication is concerned primarily with the problem of signal and noise, and that 

information  flow has  come  to displace  the question of  linguistic  representation and 

cultural  identity  from  the  center  of  cultural  struggle.  If  content,  interiority,  and 

message  are  all  irrelevant  to  informational  systems,  what  then  is  the  relevance  of 

queer theory to contemporary information culture? 
This essay examines those sites and processes that fall outside the successful and 

productive functionality of computational systems through an exploration of 

uncomputability in the history of computation. Reading Alan Turing's early research on 

undecidability and the halting problem alongside Ludwig Wittgenstein's simultaneous work 

on the foundations of mathematics and the theory of absolute truth, this paper explores the 

concept of computing outside the imperative of successful communication. That is, it 

examines forms of computation that fail, break down, recur, and run forever – what is often 

referred to as hypercomputation or super-Turing machines. Working from the negative, 

anti-relational theory of Bersani (1995), Edelman (2004), and Halberstam (2011), I argue 

that these failed states are examples of what we might describe as queer computing, in that 

they are the externalities of a binary system that seeks universal application. Through these 

illogical machines I explore the compulsory productive logic of computing technology and 

those sites at which technology becomes unknowable, non-teleological, and illegible. 

Ultimately I suggest that the compulsory logic of re-production in a capitalist society is 

reflected in the future-driven teleology of computing technology, and that through an 

exploration of its failures, we may articulate a queer critique of computational systems and 

new media culture. 
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Queer Labor? Online Workers in the Television Factory  

The emerging struggles of late capitalism bear little resemblance to the class 

struggles of traditional Marxism. Autonomist Marxism relocates resistance in the 

constitutive autonomy of the immaterial laborer, who works within collective networks and 

through subjective communication that cannot be fully rationalized or contained. 

Online fandom, and its negotiations with the media industries over compensation 

and ownership in the context of convergence, is one example of such a community of 

production. The concept of antagonism frames workers, including fans, as a collectivity 

whose desires are not commensurate with those of a corporate system, and this alone is a 

crucial corrective to the prevailing understanding of convergence culture. In his book The 

Reification of Desire: Toward a Queer Marxism, Kevin Floyd notes that Marxist thought 

has been notoriously inattentive to issues of sexuality. The Autonomists have hardly been 

an exception in this regard, despite the fact that their theory is deeply involved with 

subjectivity and the economic role of reproductive labor. I believe that queer theory's 

insights into the constitution of identity and desire could address this conceptual weakness. 

Likewise, I believe that queer Marxisms would be enriched by an engagement with 

Autonomia's sophisticated account of subjectivity's intimate relation to capitalism. Late 

capitalism's labor relations are far more enmeshed with gender and sexuality than Marxism 



has typically acknowledged, and it is vital that we reincorporate these dimensions into our 

analyses of work in the era of convergence. I argue that we could conceptualize the labor of 

subjectification and desire, in form, as queer labor. This resource is pivotal to the 

entertainment industry since, as immaterial commodities, mass media products require their 

audiences to work to valorize them. 

The media industry's emerging strategies to monetize an established reservoir of fan 

labor perfectly complement their late capitalist context. However, the subsumption of 

subjectivities and communities with relatively autonomous traditions under a corporate 

regime generates new antagonisms that demand delicate control. As a case study of such 

immaterial labor relations, I will discuss the season two premiere of the animated television 

series My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic (September 2011). While this is a Hub network 

program originally targeted at young girls, it is most notable as an ongoing internet meme 

and online fandom comprised of teens and adults (particularly males known as "Bronies"). 

The writers explicitly appeal to this coveted demographic by structuring the double episode 

around the nefarious plot of Discord to bring "disharmony and chaos" to Equestria – a 

scenario that fractures the story-world's narrative logic and evokes the anarchic and fecund 

ecosystem of fan production and viral video (including a reference to YouTube hit 

"chocolate rain"). What is at stake in this effort to incorporate the labor of an unintended 

audience into My Little Pony's market value, and what are its limits? If the Bronies' 

"magic" lies in their transgressions of appropriate gender, age, and desires, what are the 

implications of their work at the intersection of old and new media? 
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Speculative Biologies: A Queer Critique of Techno-Capitalism 

Synthetic biology is the design and construction of new biological functions and systems 

not found in nature. With current bioengineering technologies what took Mother Nature 

hundreds of thousand of years can be concocted in a lab within the incredibly short limit of 

a lifetime. One implication of this fast-forwarded , man-made evolution would be the 

instant manipulation of other bodies to satiate our cultural needs and desires. One other 

implication can be "bio- cyborgs" chimeric organisms equipped with synthetic organs.  

Speculative Biologies is an artistic take on synthetic biology . The project questions 

the interactions between culture and nature catalyzed by the unstoppable impact of 

technology. Speculation is used as an "intellectual tool" to redefine reality in an age where 

the boundaries between nature and culture is melting into air. Designing speculative 

biological systems allows us to rethink the body and its sexuality  in a techno-capitalist 

society. 
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Brecht’s Cauliflowers, Super Mario’s Clouds: Promises of Freedom in Contemporary 

Art 

The contemporary art world often represents itself as a space of unparalleled freedom, and 

this might easily seem to be so. Whether in exhibitions, publications, or the symposia 

associated with the so-called “new institutions,” current discourses on art tend to encourage 

types of critique, experimentation, and provocation that encounter resistance elsewhere. At 

the same time, knowledge of such freedoms uneasily coexists with the fact that 

contemporary art is of course a luxury commodity, one produced in a niche economy 

whose apparent exceptionalism is belied by its embedment within the global system of 

neoliberal capitalism. On this view, the freedoms of art replicate or disguise those of the 

market, no matter how disparate these may seem. 

  My paper takes this conjuncture as its frame in evaluating the ongoing reception of 

both neo-Marxist theory and new media within art institutions in the North Atlantic. For 

decades such spaces have been an important conduit for both Marxism and new media: one 

thinks of how art journals like October helped popularize Benjamin, Althusser, and 

Jameson; or of the pivotal role played by alternative art spaces in nurturing early 

experiments with activist video. Today, art platforms are often viewed as a refuge for 

practices that are deemed overly threatening or insufficiently marketable. Yet however 

welcome such freedom may be, I argue that we must attend more closely to its costs, 

grasping how the potentially radical effects of art, philosophy, and media are often 

neutralized through processes of selective uptake and distortion. 

  I begin by assessing the recent, rapid assimilation of the philosophy of Jacques 

Rancière within sectors of the art world. Over the last five years Rancière has published 

numerous texts on contemporary art and was even featured in a special issue of Artforum. 

Although it is worth considering the reasons behind this development –– which include the 

seemingly opposed phenomena of theory celebrity and theory fatigue –– I focus on its 

consequences and implications. Has Rancière’s idiosyncratic, vexed relationship to 

Marxism enabled him to be misread as a post-Marxist theorist? Have Rancière’s interests in 

equality, proletarian labor, and democracy made him a figure of fantasy for affective 

laborers in a stratified, often oligarchic art world? What potential nevertheless inheres in 

Rancière’s critique of the longstanding opposition between autonomy and heteronomy? 

The paper then considers another unlikely candidate for public attention: the new 

media artist Cory Arcangel, who enjoyed a 2011 retrospective at the Whitney Museum at 

age 33. Arcangel’s work often engages recently obsolesced technologies like 8-bit 

videogame consoles, and might thus be termed “old new media art.” This approach could 

seem a welcome corrective to the widespread fetishization of production value in 

photography and installed video, and would appear to be consistent with Benjamin’s 

valorization of obsolescent media (a position recently revived by Rosalind Krauss in her 

influential theory of the “post-medium condition”). However, I argue that Arcangel’s work 

actually reproduces capitalist ideologemes at several levels, particularly in the way its 

insistent references to the neo-avant-gardes mimic the procedures of branding. The paper 

closes by considering alternative models for critical media art practice, ones that exemplify 

an aesthetico-political logic that I term “specific heteronomy.” 
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Mapping Time 

What is the work of new media in an age of unprecedented violence and mass extinctions? 

How might we break down globalized crises into situated and specific relations of force? 

Like never before, we are witnessing the limits of scientific methods which measure, 

calculate, classify, schedule, map, archive — charged and unstable practices tethered to 

colonial regimes of representation, occupation, and accumulation. Increasingly, we are also 

seeing new models that combine art and science to map complex relationships which 

cannot be represented by quantitative data. Perhaps these suggest what Fredric Jameson 

called for as means of navigating through hyperspace logics of late capitalism: an "aesthetic 

of cognitive mapping, a pedagogical political culture which seeks to endow the individual 

subject with some new heightened sense of its place in the global system." But, do these 

indeed illuminate and map relations of force critically?  

I propose that new media enables more radical conceptualizations and more 

complex visualizations. Importantly, it enables us to rethink time, or how we understand 

historically constituted sequences of events, nonlinear manifolds, and entangled 

simultaneities or aggregate movements. Marx's labor theory of value is measured by 

socially necessary labor time. The site of exploitation may be considered as, not literally 

the factory or a geographic locus of production, but the standardization of polytemporalities 

into measurable and meterized units of time. If our goal is change, or postcapitalist 

transformations, then we must seek to articulate heterogeneous temporal processes. 

I will present a recent installation at UCSC that anticipates a web visualization of 

multiple, nested, and situated temporalities. This ongoing exploration seeks to animate 

durations, oscillations, co-occurrences: collisions and synchronies between biocultural 

phenomena (multispecies systems) and political economies of rice cultivation. Rice drives 

the most land- and labor-intensive agricultural system today—a site of massive surplus 

production and thus, of rationalized exploitations that feed half of the world's human 

population. Some of the largest cultivation areas, such as the Mekong Delta in Vietnam and 

the Chao Phraya in Thailand, are also the most biodiverse ecosystems, centuries-old 

multispecies contact zones. Since the 1960s, market-centric solutions to food scarcity and 

species obsolescence have proposed capital management, expert science, higher yield, 

faster growth. We know these to be violently unsustainable. Therefore, an urgent question 

for new media: How might we live worlds otherwise? 
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Open House: Telematically Squatting the U.S. Housing Collapse 

When the U.S. housing market collapsed in 2008, so did the dreams of many middle and 

lower-class Americans. Florida, California, Nevada, and Arizona were particularly hard hit, 

and not by a force of nature, but by the abstract and invisible hand of the market. Prior to 

the collapse, the movements of global capital seemed like a distant reality to most 

homeowners, but in the end it was imaginary systems of value and not bricks and mortar 

that fell apart. Open House is a networked art installation by Jack Stenner and Patrick 

LeMieux that allows visitors to telematically inhabit a “distressed” home in Gainesville, 

Florida. The house at 1617 NW 12 Road is currently in financial limbo while undergoing 

the process of foreclosure due to the housing collapse. Virtual markets have transformed 

this otherwise livable property into a ghost house. Open House allows individuals to 

repopulate this disenfranchised space and assume the role of virtual squatters—opening the 



door, flicking the lights, rattling the shutters and remotely occupying the abandoned 

property. Live video feedback integrates real-time physical effects with one's virtual 

actions. Through Open House, virtual squatters can temporarily resist eviction by mirroring 

the market and becoming hybrid subjects occupying both virtual and physical space. 
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Child’s Play: Tactics of  Immaterial Child Labor  in Contemporary Humanitarian 

Media 

Twentieth‐century theories of subjectivity routinely turn to the figure of the child as a 

repository or reservoir of resistance to the commodifying logics of neoliberal capital, 

in the form of affective potential, inalienable drives, or unmitigated play. At the same 

time,  the  insights  of  Marxist  theorists  affiliated  with  Autonomia,  such  as  Tiziana 

Terranova and Franco Berardi, have shown that new media economies—now widely 

considered  as  the  hegemonic  or  programmatic  form  of  late  capitalist  cultural 

production—rely on these same reservoirs of potential as wells of  immaterial  labor, 

by actively beckoning to knowledge workers as agents of  leisure, pleasure, and play 

rather  than as  laborers.  Indeed, we might say  that  the child represents not only  the 

unconscious of  immaterial  labor, but also  the  inspiration  for new media economies, 

whose mimicry of the affective processes in whose image they are built draws on the 

enduring  modernist  mythos  of  mimeticism  that  Walter  Benjamin  and  others 

proclaimed to mark the child within us all. 

In this paper, I propose how the child can be a productive site through which to 

think  through  possible  avenues  of  autonomy  within  environments  of  mediated 

control.  As  a  case  study,  I  turn  to  humanitarianism—a  discourse  that  is  resolutely 

opposed to Autonomia, in wishing to envision the child as an entity that exists outside 

productive economies, rather than one whose latent potential is immanent in the very 

logic of capitalism. I examine projects where Third World children are provided with 

cameras,  camcorders,  and  social  networking  access  for  developing  a  global  online 

presence, as a means of “media empowerment,” such as Tele Ghetto in Haiti, Kids with 

Cameras in India, Invisible Children in Africa. Positioning the creative production that 

emerges  from such humanitarian projects  as  a  form of  immaterial  child  labor—one 

that is legitimated, encouraged, and even demanded by the rallying cry to abolish the 

“worst forms of child labor”—I show how the ironic play of these young beneficiaries 

with their “new” media toys (frequently discards from the First World) calls attention 

to  its  vexed  status,  precisely  by  mimicking  the  mimicry  that  is  believed  to  be 

characteristic of children. Through these examples, I suggest how the play of children, 

which is too often eulogized as a seamless “becoming” (or pure play) can be revealed 



as  a  strategically  poor  imitation  of  the  scripts  of  their  objects  of  play—one  that 

illustrates  a  tactic  of  eluding  or  evading  capture  by  imitating  its  own  protocols.  By 

taking  seriously  the  metaphors  of  childish  play  through  which  we  theorize  digital 

labor,  we  can  begin  to  rethink,  I  propose,  the  constitutive  difference  of  new  media 

economies and the bodies that animate them. 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Curating Audiences, or Using Social TV to Mobilize: The Couch Potato  

This paper explores the role of social media check-in services, such as GetGlue and Miso, 

in using the fan activity associated with participatory culture in order to produce more 

effective forms of target marketing. While Henry Jenkins has traced the ways in which fans 

serve as active participants in producing the meaning of popular culture texts, in texts such 

as Convergence Culture, less attention has been directed toward the role of fan activity in 

producing value for the major media conglomerates that make and distribute television 

shows and movies. Social TV services are one of the more recent expressions of this desire 

to share in the meaning-making process, in that they allow users to “check in” with their 

social networks, such as Facebook and Twitter to alert their friends and followers that they 

are watching the show and seeking others who may also be watching. As a result, GetGlue 

and Miso users are able to create a type of “imagined community” (Anderson’s term), in 

which shared media consumption becomes a uniting, collective experience. Such fantasies 

of collectivity should not be quickly dismissed. They are reflections not only of our desire 

for shared social experience but also of the importance of making sense of popular culture, 

especially in an era in which culture has become increasingly fragmented. Further, these 

social media tools appeal to what might be described as a “cultural cosmopolitanism,” in 

which users demonstrate their (upward) cultural mobility by demonstrating or displaying 

their media tastes publicly. 

However, the more primary goal of these social check-in services (what many 

media industry observers refer to as “social TV”) has been clearly identified by media 

industry executives, a process that Intel executive Brian David Johnson refers to as 

“addressability.” As Johnson points out, creating addressable media “tribes” or networks 

“could be as simple as a zip code for local advertisers or as complicated as a robust user 

profile.” Thus, although social media tools, databases, recommendation engines, and other 

sources are often cited as useful tools that might help users find entertainment they would 

enjoy, this argument may actually be getting things wrong. In fact, it would be more 

precise to argue instead that audiences are being curated through social media, organizing 

consumers into recognizable demographic and taste groups that can be reached more 

effectively through targeted advertising campaigns.  

This paper will unpack the significance of social check-in services, arguing that we 

need to read such services through the lens of theories of mobile subjectivity. Drawing 

from authors such as Raymond Williams, Lynn Spigel, and Charles Acland, I link social 

TV to an ongoing attempt to reconcile contradictions between individualized portable 

screens and desires for social viewing experiences. At the same time, I trace the ways in 

which these forms of social activity are then redirected into the production of value for 

media conglomerates through the production of increasingly specific and detailed audience 

profiles. 
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Digitizing Rubbish 

This presentation is part of my work-in-progress that uses the representation of fashion – 

understood as a consumer commodity and artistic production – in contemporary Chinese 

cinema and documentary to provide a radical critique of Chinese consumer culture. While 

the first part of my project examines the mediated relationship between fashion (prêt-à-

porter), consumption, and history, the second part focuses on the connection between 

fashion (haute couture), consumption, and memory. Entitled “Digitizing Rubbish,” the 

third part of the project engages with the Chinese new documentary movements in the 

1990s/2000s – a cultural movement that engages with new media arts and technologies in 

interesting new ways – to rethink the link between consumption, fashion, and time.  In the 

presentation, I use Wang Jiuliang’s digital video documentary, Beijing Besieged by Waste 

(王久良:垃圾圍城) (2010), to attend to the repressed other of the Chinese middle class’ 

conspicuous consumption of fashion – rubbish. I ask how the representation of rubbish can 

help us think about the temporality of the Chinese middle class and its consumer culture in 

a different way.  

This presentation shows that the representation of rubbish in Wang Jiuliang’s DV 

documentary can be regarded as a productive site to revisit the intersection of Marxism and 

new media. In terms of Marxism: (1) rubbish is produced by the Chinese middle-class 

discourse of consumer culture as much as the proletariat is produced by the capitalistic 

mode of production; (2) similar to the proletariat and the multitude, rubbish is inherently 

collective. Since rubbish is not countable, it is not possible to speak of one rubbish or two 

rubbishes or three rubbishes; one can only speak of a pile of rubbish; and (3) similar to the 

utopia that has yet to come, rubbish is also intrinsically equal and democratic. It is not 

possible to say that a broken chair is more rubbish than an obsolete cell phone, nor is it 

possible to say that an old-fashioned i-Pod is more rubbish than a damaged car. These 

items are equally rubbish. In terms of new media, Wang Jiuliang’s Beijing Besieged by 

Waste is a trans-media artistic performance – it engages with internet, cell phone, digital 

video, photography, cinema, documentary and so on.  
 

 

 

New Political Economy (Moderator: Clarissa Lee) 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The Political Economy of Digital Media and Education 

In For a New Critique of Political Economy, Stiegler summarizes his previous arguments 

about memory and technics: “all technical objects constitute an intergenerational support of 

memory which, as material culture, overdetermines learning and mnesic activities. [. . .] A 

child arrives into a world in which tertiary retention [memory stored in technical objects] 

both precedes and awaits it, and which, precisely constitutes its world as world.” That this 



discussion begins Stiegler’s short text on political economy comes as no surprise; much of 

the first volume of Technics and Time considers the articulation of technics with 

economics: “there is no work without technics, no economic theory that is not a theory of 

work, of surplus profit, of means of production and investment.” 

Recently at the group blog New APPS: Art, Politics, Philosophy, Science, John 

Protevi critiqued a series of posts on the “job market” in philosophy:  

 

I don't want to criticize the content of the posts; as far as I can tell, the 

advice has been excellent. But I do want to suggest that we change our frame 

of reference on these matters, and specify that we have been discussing only 

a small segment of the complete system of employment for philosophy 

instruction in institutions of higher education. So I'd like to suggest we call 

the analysis of the complete system “the political economy of philosophy 

instruction.” 

 

However specific philosophy instruction and its political economy, Protevi’s new frame of 

reference provides a means by which to understand the impact of the recent focus on digital 

media, electronic literature, “digital humanities”, etc. within the narrow confines of English 

departments as well as in the broader dimensions of various initiatives, schools, 

professional organizations, and institutions. 

Strangely, however “left” and/or free thinking the individuals in such contexts 

understand themselves to be, and whatever the promises they make for the technical objects 

they produce and study, far too often (always?), digital media fail to transform academic 

environments. When the student arrives, she finds waiting for her a world constituted 

already as a particular world, one in which institutional memories—practices of reading 

and writing, strategies of argument, limitations of thought—await her. As such, even with 

the steady increase in job opportunities for anyone working on “the digital”, the political 

economy of digital media education reduces such opportunities to an outdated system of 

academic labor. Whatever the promise of the digital humanities for a new way of thinking 

and doing, it would be quite easy to reverse engineer a human(ist) from a laptop. 

When new media can only produce old media—i.e. when the laptop must produce 

the book, when the word processor must produce the essay—we must reconsider the 

articulation of old with new. This paper, through a consideration of Stiegler’s political 

economy, traces the residual and seemingly insurmountable humanism of digital media. 

Digital media retain many of the limitations of previous technical objects and thus 

constitute an institutional tertiary retention, one that constrains academic labor.  
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Surplus Subjects and Their Surplus Practices through New Media in Korea  

The main topic of this paper is initiated by a self-mocking term, ‘surplus’ (Ing-yo in 

Korean) or ‘surplus being,’ originating from Korean young people’s cynical online 

language habit since the late-2000s. The term is used to designate their pitiful situations in 

which they are jobless and useless and spend their free time in worthless but enjoyable 

practices within the Internet communities, Blogs, and social networking sites using their 

skillful new media techniques. Surplus being is a paradoxical subject, who is excluded 

from the productive system by being deprived of an opportunity to work, and at the same 

time who is able to demonstrate his/her creative capability thanks to plenty of free time 



involuntarily given to him/her. This paradoxical existence would represent the general 

situation of contemporary subjectivity that emerges from the changes in the ways of work, 

communication, and consumption within the postindustrial society and that proliferates 

through the new media culture. 

To clarify the material conditions of surplus subjects in the new media culture, at 

first, this paper will focus on the landscapes, drawn by the loose interconnectedness among 

the diverse social factors such as politics, economy, science, technology, culture, and art. 

From these landscapes, it will examine not only how surplus subjects are (re)produced, 

arranged, and consumed in the procedure of neoliberal globalization in which new media 

technologies are playing a dominant role. But also it will focus on the cultural meaning of 

their practices using new media technologies, faced with the global capitalist crisis. In this 

way, this paper tries to understand how the culture of the new capitalism embedded with 

new media makes people surplus beings, i.e., digital proletariat by appropriating the surplus 

value they produce—the value of surplus beings.  

In doing so, this paper asks how the uselessness of surplus lives can be useful to 

(contribute to) the expansion and establishment of globalized neoliberal economic system 

and how the structure of Web 2.0, embedded with the virtues of participation, 

collaboration, sharing, and open source, changes the patterns of surplus beings’ everyday 

lives, thoughts, and labor. Finally, it concludes that surplus lives (media surplus) are the 

product of combination of new media (surplus media) and globalized neoliberal capitalism, 

and that they function as the driving force of both elements as well. 
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Digital Capitalism: Authorship, Copyright Law, and User-Generated Production 

Online 

This paper examines SOPA and Protect-IP, twin bills aimed at combating online piracy 

currently circulating through the House of Representatives and the Senate. The bills 

attempt to privatize enforcement of copyright law, block user access to websites deemed 

complicit in piracy, and markedly expand the scope of what constitutes infringement. 

Critics of the bills argue that they are reactionary backlashes against the promise of the 

Internet as a free, open, and even liberating space. In this paper, I challenge this Internet-as-

frontier narrative as it relates to copyright law, arguing instead that the two bills intensify 

the logic of extant copyright law by regulating cultural products through the author 

function and by continuing to endow copyright holders, which are often large corporations, 

with increasing powers of surveillance and enforcement. In short, the bills do not break 

with precedent; instead, they extend and intensify copyright’s reach in digital spaces. 

Drawing on models of technological change, including the techno-dialogic, and theories of 

time-space compression, and concluding with an analysis of memes as potential copyright 

infringement, I examine SOPA and Protect-IP as they relate to the intermeshed 

relationships among capitalism, copyright law, and digital media.  

Games and Virtual Worlds (Moderator: Gerry Canavan) 
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State of Play: Procedural Love and Ludic Labor 

In Aesop’s fables the grasshopper is punished for playing games while the ant toils in 

preparation for winter. Yet what would happen if there were no winter or scarcity of 

resources? When computer games were still in their infancy, Bernard Suits wrote a 

philosophical dialogue titled The Grasshopper: Games, Life, and Utopia (1978). Suits 

inverts the moral message of the grasshopper’s death and celebrates the playing of games 

as a utopian gesture and the highest order of human activity. As games, particularly 

through the expansion of the videogame industry, become an increasingly dominant 

cultural interface, the relationship between labor and leisure has become more precarious. 

Not only do many videogames often feel like work, but through gameplay analytics, real-

time data tracking, and the increased ability of players to design and customize assets 

within a game, the labor of players is also funneled back into the flow of capital. While 

Suit’s text cannot be uncritically applied to our contemporary economic context, it does 

provide some insight into the current debates surrounding what has come to be known 

“gamification” (the incorporation of game elements into non-game contexts and vice 

versa). Taking Suit’s essay as a point of departure as well as Michael Hardt and Antonio 

Negri’s theory of political love, I examine the relationship between play and labor. Looking 

at experimental games such as Eskil Steenberg’s Love, I will ask how a utopian vision of 

games can serve as a model for contemporary game design. 
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Land’s Labors Lost: Farm Games and the Counter-Pastoral 

Is the immense popularity of an agriculture-themed game like Zynga’s FarmVille 

indicative of genuine back-to-the-land sentiment, or rather symptomatic of a broad-based 

cultural nostalgia for country life that tends to overlook the less palatable aspects of food 

production? Farm games, with their inviting rustic aesthetic and paradoxically extensive 

array of technological conveniences, suggest a distinctively modern form of pastoral, one 

that speaks more truly to the underlying logics of capitalism and American technophilia 

than to the ideals of rural retreat. Such games provide an ideal lens through which to 

examine the larger question of games’ potential to productively defamiliarize actual 

environments in ways that challenge or disrupt our habitual relationship to the natural 

world. 
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Benjamin and Brecht Play Chess: Critiquing the Industry of Innovation in 

Contemporary Game Production 

This paper approaches the contemporary fascination of innovation in the indie game 

movement as a form of Brechtian aesthetics that has become detached from the political: 

while indie games “oppose” mainstream game forms by pursuing innovations in game 

mechanics that mainstream games lack, such innovation becomes an end in itself and a 



source of perpetual decoding that perpetually feeds into capitalist recoding and 

accumulation. Stepping back from traditional approaches of autonomist thinking in relation 

to video game production, this paper examines Benjamin and Brecht’s games of chess in 

order to frame a discussion and critique of innovation within late capitalism. 
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Liberating the common from cognitive capitalism. On the organology and 

pharmacology of the general intellect 

After three decades of neoliberal triumphalism and the collapse of the communist 

alternative, today communism – sometimes renamed as ‘commonism’ – is back on the 

agenda again of leftist political thought. Although the current revival of interest in 

communism is mostly due to Alain Badiou, Slavoj Žižek and their younger disciples (in 

particular Bruno Bosteels and Jodi Dean), it is most prominently in the work of Michael 

Hardt and Antonio Negri that the ‘communist horizon’ (Garcia Linera) was kept alive and 

extensively theorized in recent years - from an explicitly neo-Marxist politico-economic 

perspective that is. In their collaborative efforts from the mid-1990s onwards, the notion of 

the common(s) and the possibility of a ‘commonist revolution’ born from the new 

conditions of labor in the context of today’s cognitive capitalism have become increasingly 

central.  

 According to Hardt and Negri it is the ‘becoming-common’ of labor in today’s 

cognitive capitalism - which is characterized by the hegemony of immaterial labor - that 

provides the conditions for the global multitude to break itself free from its domination by 

capital. Recent political upheavals like the ‘Arab Spring’ and ‘Occupy Wall Street’ are 

interpreted by them as claims to autonomy of an increasingly self-aware multitude able to 

organize and govern itself thanks to digital networks and social media.  

Underlying the argument of an inherent ‘communist tendency’ in today’s cognitive 

capitalism are three interdependent claims about the nature of the post-industrial or 

immaterial labor that is its most characteristic feature: (1) that it is increasingly autonomous 

with respect to capital, (2) that it is intrinsically political and (3) that it signifies the end of 

the process of proletarianization typical for industrial labor due to the reappropriation of the 

instruments of labor on the part of the workers. Also, the networked character of 

immaterial labor – i.e. the cooperative interactivity of the global workforce through 

linguistic, communicational and affective networks enabled by the digital network 

technologies – is perceived as a catalyst for the emancipation of the multitude from capital.  

As Franco Berardi, another post-autonomist thinker, has recently pointed out, Hardt 

and Negri’s assessment of the position of the multitude within cognitive capitalism is far 

too positive. Instead of gaining increased autonomy and becoming ever more common, the 

multitude becomes more and more entangled in the automatisms of the digital networks set 



up by the biopower of capital and is increasingly fractalized and desocialized thanks to the 

cellularization and precarization of work. Far from escaping the control of capital, the 

general intellect is ever more captured in the automatized fluxes of the networks, stifling its 

autonomous potential. 

Based on Bernard Stiegler’s recent analyses of psychopower, his conception of the 

technical conditions of psychic and collective individuation, and this theory of technology 

as a pharmakon that has both heteronomizing and autonomizing potentials, I will argue that 

the political constitution of the multitude and the possible liberation of the common from 

capital crucially depends on the way in which the new digital milieu of the mind will be 

adopted and eventually reconfigured. 

What is lacking in most post-autonomist thought in this respect, is a thorough 

organological understanding of sociopolitical and socioeconomic processes, as well as a 

pharmacological perspective on the new (digital) technologies as technologies of 

individuation/subjectivation and (as)sociation. Crucial to this is the insight that individual 

and collective desire is a product of sublimation processes mediated by pharmaka. From 

this perspective, I will critically reconsider Hardt and Negri’s as well as Berardi’s accounts 

of the multitude and the general intellect. 
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Information as a Commodity Form and its Relation to the (Racialized) Surveillance 

Subject in Hasan Elahi’s Tracking Transience 

TrackingTransience.net (2005) is a digital archive created by Arab-American artist 

Hasan Elahi for the purpose of evading the intrusive surveillance practices of the FBI. The 

website has real-time GPS tracking of Elahi’s daily movement and over 20,000 images of 

his life. It includes records of his flights, bank statements, and other personal information 

available to anyone from both the government and the public who access it online. In an 

interview Elahi explains the purpose of the website:  

Intelligence agencies, regardless of who they are, all work in 

an industry where their commodity is information and the 

reason their information has value is no one else has access to 

it. The secrecy applied to the information is what makes it 

valuable, so by me disclosing all this to everybody [it becomes 

worthless]. (my emphasis) 

Tracking Transience raises two central questions for me: (1) How can we theorize 

surveillance information as a commodity form? (2) How does Elahi’s project 

complicate our understanding of the (racialized) subject in a Deleuzian control 

society?             

            Drawing from Marx, I argue that the value of surveillance information 

comes from the process of unequal exchange, whereby the information commodity 

is exchanged for the subject himself who gets nothing in return. That is, surveillance 

is a form of catacresis, through which the information commodity comes to stand in 

for the real person. Hasan Elahi, in other words, becomes the ghost that haunts his 

website, an undifferentiated remainder of the process of abstraction from unequal 

exchange. 

I intend to use Giorgio Agamben’s Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare 

Life, and his ‘state of exception’ as my primary theoretical text that bridges the 

connection between the information commodity and the contemporary (racialized) 



surveillance subject. I argue that the subject of surveillance is transformed from 

bios to zoe, from citizen-subject to bare life.  
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Networks of Exclusion, Networks of Exploitation: Marx as a Network Theorist 

As Hardt and Negri (2004: 142) put it, “today…we see networks everywhere we 

look.” It is the network form which is widely understood to be one of the key 

characteristics of ‘new media’ (Gane and Beer 2008) and the “network metaphor” which 

acts as “an organizing framework” (Cavanagh 2007: 24) for how we understand society. 

However, this paper will argue that the dominance of the network metaphor has led 

contemporary scholars to view injustice primarily as a matter of exclusion rather than 

exploitation Boltanski & Chiapello 2005: 347).  The apparently natural homology between 

networks and a critique which focuses exclusively on exclusion in lieu of exploitation is 

largely due the way networks are visualized - as “flat and dehierarchized, comprised of 

homologous nodes rather than structures” (Fisher 2010: 215).  Even though research 

demonstrates that real networks are dominated by hubs and hierarchies (Barabasi 2003), the 

fantasy of the flat, rhizomatic network persists. 

Demonstrating the limitations in viewing exclusion as the dominant locus of social 

critique, this paper argues for the need to reconceptualize how we visualize networks in 

order to be more sensitive to what is still the preeminent exercise of power under 

capitalism – the extraction of surplus value. Not surprisingly, Marx provides us with some 

of the tools to accomplish this. When the ontological assumptions that ground the network 

metaphor are examined we quickly realize that ‘networks’ are a contemporary 

representation of a much older philosophical argument: the idea that the relations between 

things should be the focus of inquiry and that process precedes substance. As Anne 

Fairchild Pomeroy (2004) argues, a process-focused reading is also the key to 

understanding Marx’s philosophy. Such a reading of Marx can more accurately capture the 

sense of movement and relationality that structures his entire philosophical system. In 

doing so Marx’s focus on the social relations of capitalism emerges as network thinking 

par excellence.  

Contrary to most contemporary network theorists (ie. Latour 2005; Castells 2001, 

2009) however, Marx’s foregrounding of relationality and process thinking leads us not 

into the inclusion/exclusion cul-de-sac but rather to a critique of exploitation writ large. 

The continued vitality of Marx’s theory of exploitation is demonstrated in this paper 

through a review of how production for Marx is both a particular activity under the 

capitalist mode of production (Marx 1976)  and, crucially for contemporary scholarship on 

‘new media’ that utilize concepts such as ‘playbour’ or the ‘social factory’, a general 

activity of human species-being (Marx 1964). The idea of exploitation of the commons is 

thus latent in Marx’s general conception of production.  

This paper draws attention to the shared relational ontology that underlies both the 

network metaphor and Marx’s dialectical philosophy. This relational ontology is most 

forcefully exemplified in Marx’s theory of exploitation. Contrary to popular perception 

then, this paper argues that Marx’s theory of exploitation is no relic of a hierarchical world 

of industrial capitalism but rather a theory of social relations rooted in a relational ontology 

that is perfectly capable - even highly predisposed - to explaining injustice in “the network 



society”, and a source of inspiration for critical scholarship that orients itself around the 

network metaphor.  
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Machinic Capitalism and Network Surplus Value:  Towards a Political Economy of 

the Turing Machine 

Gilbert Simondon once noticed that industrial machines were already an information relay, 

as they were bifurcating for the first time the source of energy (nature) from the source of 

information (the worker). In 1963, in order to describe the new condition of industrial 

labour, Romano Alquati introduced the notion of valorising information as a link between 

the Marxist concept of value and the cybernetic definition of information. In 1972, Deleuze 

and Guattari initiated their machinic ontology as soon as cybernetics started to exit the 

factory and expand to the whole society. In this text I focus again on the Turing machine as 

the most empirical model available to study the guts of cognitive capitalism. Consistent 

with the Marxian definition of machinery as a device for the “augmentation of surplus 

value”, the algorithm of the Turing machine is proposed as engine of the new forms of 

valorisation, measure of network surplus value and new ‘crystal’ of social conflict. 

Information machines are not just ‘linguistic machines’ but indeed a relay between 

information and metadata: in this way they open to a further technological bifurcation and 

also to new forms of biopolitical control: a society of metadata is outlined as the current 

evolution of that ‘society of control’ pictured by Deleuze in 1990. 

 


